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KINGS, QUEENS, & IN-BETWEENS is a documentary about gender. Through the compelling personal stories of 8
drag performers and their troupes in the unexpected location of Columbus, Ohio, KQIB makes a complex subject
approachable for mainstream audiences -- inviting viewers into a conversation about the distinct and important differences between gender, sex, and sexuality, which has not been represented in film before. A modern take on the
traditional ethnographic doc, KQIB presents the spectrum of male, female, and trans experience only in the voices
of a diverse community -- and in the process, brings light to the issue of gender and identity. With an upbeat and
inclusive tone, KQIB gives rare insight into an underground art form, answers questions and misconceptions about
gender and gender performance, and captures how a mid-western city full of terrific performers tackles complexities
of gender expression, personal identity, and human rights--all with humor, great music, big hair, and duct tape.
Twenty-five years after PARIS IS BURNING, KQIB picks up where that groundbreaking film left off and is the first
film to include equally the entire gender performance spectrum (men, women, trans).
Using the door of drag as an entryway, KQIB explores show how a binary system of gender identity doesn't reflect
our bigger reality. KQIB gives voice to a marginalized group and, in the end, shines a light on issues that impact all
of us. Notably, this will be the first film to include the entire gender performance spectrum -- kings, queens, trans,
and 'in-betweeners.'
Structured like a Chuck Close painting, KQIB ripples out in storytelling, reflecting a bigger picture: the critical
consequences of how gender divisions impact our culture and society…from bullying, to marriage rights, to overt
LGBTQ discrimination, to marketing, to issues in parenting. As a marginalized and mistreated group, one might
expect the performers in KQIB to be unforgiving or angry; but surprisingly, their accepting approach inspires those
around them to create a stronger, more creative community. As we get to know them as interesting individuals, their
stories also pull together on a higher level to challenge common assumptions about both drag and gender.
KQIB gives an entertaining glimpse into a world few have seen up close. With behind-the-scenes insight on gender
performance, KQIB widens out to encompass themes of family (biological and chosen), LGBTQ discrimination, and
identity. Last year, Vice President Joe Biden referred to problems related to gender expression for everyone who is
discriminated against because they do not fit into strict male-female, straight-gay, masculine-feminine categories,
calling transgender discrimination the "civil rights issue of our time." In the voice of the community only itself, KQIB
gives light to the world of drag performance, gender expression, and ultimately to identity itself.
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KINGS, QUEENS, & IN-BETWEENS: Detailed Story Summary
KQIB focuses on the West Family drag queen troupe (helmed by Virginia and Nina West) and on the Royal
Renegades drag king troupe (led by The Reverend Roy Rogers and Cool Ethan), both of which include transgender
performers. Within the context of a battleground “swing” state, these groups gear up to mainstage performances,
dedicating themselves to extensive rehearsals/planning, and putting their own money (up to $5000 per show) into
this form of creative expression, community involvement, and/or political activism:
- Andrew Levitt (Nina West) is a major local celebrity in Columbus: raising untold funds for charities, a
regular guest on the nightly news, headlining magazines, yet he was keeping it secret from his parents
who hoped he would become a lawyer and Republican party member.
- Becky Harrison (The Reverend Roy Rogers), a magnetic leader of the drag kings, works tirelessly to
incorporate political awareness within fun, inclusive, celebratory shows.
- Chris (Virginia West) is the “mother” of the West Family drag troupe. He is terrific in the spotlight, and it
would be hard to leave that and his best friends if he were to phase out his time consuming performance
schedule and stardom to start a family with his husband.
- Ethan Balk (Dr. Cool Ethan) didn’t want to be a man but didn’t want to be a 36C either. Ethan has a
strong vision of crossing over the traditional divide between queens and kings.
- JAC Stringer (Midwest Gender Queer), a genderqueer individual who transcends gender -- sometimes
wearing dresses and dyes his hair bright pink -- struggles on the one hand with confusion and
incomprehension by some people who don’t “get” it, and pressure on the other hand from some members
of the trans community who tell JAC he's “messing it up” for the rest of them.
- Erin Morton (Akasha O’Hara Lordes) is a transgender woman engaged to a straight man. Unlike the
other queens, she feels she is performing as she biologically was meant to be – as a woman. When she
completes her final operation, she feels she will no longer need to perform drag.
- Sile Singleton doesn’t identify as a woman or a man, as gay or straight, as a queen or a king -- but as all
of these. A founder of Columbus’s International Drag King Extravaganza conference, she is thoughtful
about politics, performance, and gender.
- Julia Applegate + Liv Gjestvang worked hard to have a child. Former heads of the drag king troupe,
they don’t perform anymore, but serve as “drag granddaddies” for younger kings, showing them new
possibilities as a devoted, married couple and loving parents to their baby boy.
- Other performers add their voices and present a rich, varied world of performance and individuality,
including many award-winning performers from Columbus's rich art scene, Viva Valezz and Burlesque
performers, bio queens, bio kings, and the wide and label-defying creative world of gender performance.
KQIB opens with “what drag is” – showing a variety of interpretations that even those who do the art form hold. In
widening circles -- like a pebble thrown into a pond -- the film ripples out to cover larger themes: family (biological
and chosen), LGBTQ discriminatory policies, and the difference between sex, sexuality, and gender.
RuPaul has mainstreamed the concept of drag queens, but there is a lot of misunderstanding of what drag is, who
does it, and why--and bigger confusions on how gender expression relates (or not) with sexual preference and
biological sex. KQIB aims to change that. Though our culture has made great strides toward social justice and
equal rights, this film aims to push toward further building bridges of understand, encouraging tolerance and
acceptance of all people -- no matter the gender, sex, or sexuality.
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sexuality.

strong sense of social responsibility in filmmaking--starting with what story I’m putting out there. Like most women
filmmakers, I create my own opportunities, and this documentary jumped out at me as both a film that I felt
passionate about investing my life into, and that I could make on my own. Each film I’ve made or project I’ve
worked on has been different from the last (including a romantic comedy, a slice-of-life feature about the “other”
side of GenX, a comedic fable about gender roles and marriage, Julia Sweeney’s “Letting Go Of God” monologue
about religion and atheism, short documentary pieces on people and their cars for Ford, a short doc piece and
PSAs about human slavery/trafficking with Julia Ormond), and all my work shares one common thread -- a
sense of hope in the human condition within the context of telling a good story.
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More video

EXTRA
VIDEO:
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http://youtu.be/YOkyc91eY90

KQIB 2- minute film trailer: http://youtu.be/oV2YufycN9Y
Gabrielle Burton was asked to give a Tedx Talk on the subject.
http://youtu.be/YOkyc91eY90
KQIB extended trailer: http://youtu.be/sV-0gvC3N7I
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View this 2-minute testimonial from the drag community itself on how important they feel this film is to our culture.
http://youtu.be/8UtBvGt6954
View the 2-minute director’s statement, which includes the social activism grassroots distribution support plan for
the film, and which I made to reflect drag’s sense of humor while delineating my passion and serious goals with
this endeavor.
http://youtu.be/V5xrZJIbC7w
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A Film and A Movement
KQIB is helping educate cultural thinking regarding gender expression as a separate entity from biological sex and
sexual preference. To separate these three parts of human identity will impact social dynamics as well as school/
legal policies, particularly regarding issues of bullying and homophobia; and providing a confident example of
people who represent the spectrum of possibility will help young people who feel isolated because of internal
identity struggles. As one queen put it, “This film just may save their life.” KQIB helps encourage deeper and
inclusive thinking about gender identity and expression, as well as to encourage reflection and positive
contributions (personal and political) -- through discussion and action stemming from organized events and online
engagement.

An Educational Resource
KQIB can serve as a positive community-building opportunity, as well as educate and raise awareness on
complex topics. We all know the tragedies of bullying, hate crimes, and suicides stemming from
misunderstanding, lack of support, and confusion around gender expression, biological sex identity, and sexual
preferences. When people suffer (usually in silence) because they don’t feel they are “allowed” to “act like a girl”
or “be a tomboy,” our whole culture suffers.
KQIB offers a compelling, entertaining, and effective way to engage people in discussion, and therein move the
needle on understanding of the concepts and issues pertaining to gender, sex, and sexuality. KQIB creates a
vibrant environment for community sharing, dialogue, and support. Whether watched individually, in a church
group, in the classroom, or in a theater, KQIB has been shown to be a powerful and positive tool for engagement
and community building.

For bringing KQIB to your organization / class / workplace, contact kqibfilm@gmail.com for more information.
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Key Creative Personnel
Five Sisters Productions (producers) films and commercial work includes MANNA FROM HEAVEN (MGM/Sony/
Starz), THE HAPPIEST DAY OF HIS LIFE (MTV/LOGO), LETTING GO OF GOD (Showtime), TEMPS (Netflix),
JUST FRIENDS (AMC/We Channel), SAGE & TIME (ESAV), Your Stories documentary ad campaign for Ford Motor
Company, Victoria's Secret creative partner, "CAST" 8-minute doc on human trafficking, + spin-off campaign of
spots on human trafficking with Julia Ormond. Current projects: OLD GUY (comedic web series about stereotyped
images of aging in the media), HALF THE HISTORY, ALS: Toward Finding a Cure, and KINGS, QUEENS, &
INBETWEENS. More info: www.fivesistersproductions.com.
Gabrielle C. Burton (KQIB Director)
As a film director and as a writer, Burton won the Ohio Arts Council’s Individual
Excellence Award two years in a row. She has been traveling to festivals,
screening events, and community discussions with her six-years-in-the-making
film, KINGS, QUEENS, & IN-BETWEENS, a documentary about gender as
looked at through the lens of drag queens, kings, and trans performers in
Columbus, Ohio. Burton helms the indie film production company FIVE
SISTERS PRODUCTIONS with her five real-life sisters whose films include
MANNA FROM HEAVEN (MGM/Sony), TEMPS (Netflix), JUST FRIENDS
(Starz), THE HAPPIEST DAY OF HIS LIFE (MTV/LOGO), the microdoc “ALS:
Toward Finding a Cure,” and Julia Sweeney’s LETTING GO OF GOD
(Showtime). She is also a producer and director on OLD GUY, a comedic short
about the stereotypes of aging in the media (inspired by her father’s experience
becoming an actor late in life), and producer of HALF THE HISTORY, a series of
shorts about inclusion of women in history books, sites, and media (the title
short piece is at: http://youtu.be/RRKeeW-55W8). Her sisters and her THE
SKY’S THE LIMIT: The Mercury 13 (inspired by the 13 women tested to be astronauts in 1961) was selected for the
Athena List of best unproduced screenplays highlighting women’s stories, and was named to the 2015 Bechdel List.
Involved in grassroots activism, Burton created CAST’s commercial campaign against human trafficking with Julia
Ormond. After Harvard/Radcliffe, Burton won a scholarship to ESAV film school in France. An accomplished writer,
Burton was a finalist for best essay of the year and best poem from the Hawaii Review, won CGR’s prize for best
poem of 2014, and the Thomas A. Wilhelmus award 2013, and has been published also in the New Delta Review,
The Los Angeles review, The Burden of Light poetry anthology, Connecticut River Review. Burton was asked to give
a Tedx Talk on gender expression and identity (http://youtu.be/YOkyc91eY90), which was selected for by TEDx for
their playlist on gender & trans issues, and it has received over 100,000 views. She was then asked to give another
TEDx Talk in France, on the subject of "complexity" and our "personal spheres of perspective." Burton is bilingual
in French, and more about her can be found at www.kingsqueensinbetweens.com + www.fivesisters.com.
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Maria Burton (Producer)
Maria is currently a fellow in the prestigious CBS and ABC directing programs.
She directed GOOD EGGS about fertility and egg donations (on Conde Naste),
and A SORT OF HOMECOMING about debate culture in Louisiana. Maria
produced the award-winning THE HAPPIEST DAY OF HIS LIFE (MTV/LOGO)
and Julia Sweeney’s LETTING GO OF GOD (Showtime), and her directing work
includes: “Stephen Kanner: A Retrospective,” a short film about the visionary
architect for the Architecture+Design A+D Museum, commercials (including the
recent “Faces of Ford” campaign for Ford Motor Company, the “Mamas for
Obama” campaign, and for the Coalition to Abolish Slavery & Trafficking with
Julia Ormond), the feature films JUST FRIENDS (AMC/WE), TEMPS (Netflix),
MANNA FROM HEAVEN (MGM/Sony), and SIGN MY SNARLING MOVIE.
(Trailers and commercial work can be found at www.mariaburtondirector.com
and www.fivesisters.com) Maria is Co-Chair of the Board of The Alliance of
Women Directors and on the Board of Global Girl Media, an organization which
celebrates and connects the voices of young women around the world through
new media technologies to support social change.
Jennifer Burton (Producer)
As a film and commercial producer, Jennifer is Professor of the Practice of
Filmmaking at Tufts University, and is helming the production of FSP’s “Old Guy,”
a comedic web series about stereotyped images of aging in the media, as well as
HALF THE HISTORY, a series of shorts highlighting underrepresented women in
American history. She produced MANNA FROM HEAVEN, which screened for the
US Congress and was chosen by the Toronto Film Festival’s Circuit Series. While
producing TEMPS, Jennifer completed her Ph.D. at Harvard in English &
American Literature. She received a Mellon Grant for her dissertation on hope in
American film and theater of the 1920s. At Harvard/Radcliffe, she wrote, directed,
and acted in the University’s first performance thesis. After graduation, she won a
Luce Fellowship to study Japanese Theater for a year in Tokyo. A Du Bois Fellow
at Harvard, Jennifer’s book “Call and Response: Key Debates in African American
History” is published by Norton and co-edited with Henry Louis Gates, Jr.

Ursula Burton (Producer)
Ursula is a producer and actor whose award-winning comedy, THE HAPPIEST
DAY OF HIS LIFE which won a Viewer’s Choice Award on MTV’s LOGO
Channel and qualified for the Academy Awards. A Yale alum working in London
and Los Angeles, Ursula has had recurring roles on RAKE, SILICON VALLEY,
THE OFFICE, THE WAR AT HOME, GREY’S ANATOMY, and the BBC hit MY
FAMILY. Other credits include RAKE, TWO BROKE GIRLS, UP ALL NIGHT,
CRIMINAL MINDS, HAPPY ENDINGS, THE MIDDLE, GHOST WHISPERER,
THE YOUNG & THE RESTLESS, THE ELLEN SHOW, THE PRACTICE,
STRONG MEDICINE, SHAKE IT UP!, WHAT ABOUT BRIAN?, THE WEST
WING, SGT. BILKO, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD, MAFIA!, THE DIVINE
8
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Mike Yearling (Editor)
Mike is an award-winning editor, creative director, producer and filmmaker with
over 20 years of production experience in film, television and Fortune 500 communications including Victoria’s Secret, The Ohio State University football team,
Procter and Gamble, Verizon, Bob Evans, Safelite and OhioHealth, The Discovery Channel, Visa, MasterCard, Pottery Barn, Guthy-Renker, Levi Strauss, and
BMW. As an independent filmmaker, Mike co-wrote and edited the PBS documentary Alcatraz Is Not An Island, about the 1969 Native American occupation
of Alcatraz, an official selection at the Sundance Film Festival and was subsequently chosen for national broadcast on PBS.

Mike Yearling (Editor)

Mike is an award-winning editor, creative director, producer and filmmaker with over
production experience in film, television and Fortune 500 communications including
The Ohio State University football team, Procter and Gamble, Verizon, Bob Evans, S
OhioHealth, The Discovery Channel, Visa, MasterCard, Pottery Barn, Guthy-Renker,
BMW. As an independent filmmaker, Mike co-wrote and edited the PBS documentary
Island, about the 1969 Native American occupation of Alcatraz, an official selection a
Festival and was subsequently chosen for national broadcast on PBS.
Anita Kwan (Editor)
Anita is a passionate storyteller and loves creating videos that send a strong
message. She specializes in short form, documentary style videos that
connects with people and embraces authenticity. In 2016, Anita founded her
own company, Reel Hoot Productions. She has produced a wide variety of
videos, including branding, events, trainings, and a short documentary. She
graduated from OSU with a bachelors degree in Film Studies in 2010.

Anita Kwan (Editor)

A
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Morgan, and many more. Her entrepreneurial spirit and love for Columbus, Ohio lead
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ThisIsColumbus.com, a video review website. She has produced over 100 videos
of lo
events, and business owners and has been featured in (614) Magazine, Columbus Aliv

Five Sisters Productions

KINGS, QUEENS & IN-BETWEENS

Kings, Queens, & In-Betweens - Contact Information
Director
Gabrielle Burton
Producers
Jennifer Burton, Ursula Burton, Charity Burton, Maria Burton
Five Sisters Productions
www.fivesistersproductions.com

Kings, Queens, & In-Betweens
www.kingsqueensinbetweens.com
kqibfilm@gmail.com
Tel. 310-916-9557
Connect with the film on social media.
www.facebook.com/KingsQueensInBetweens
@kqibfilm
#kqibfilm #dragisnodrag
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